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3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 On April 1, 1976, longtime friends Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, along with Ronald 
Wayne, founded Apple. Jobs and Wozniak built their first machine, Apple I, in Jobs' family 
garage... In Steve Jobs Garage today is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it so 
100's of millions of apple MacBook Pro users can't get it up and running. A hate crime by Tim 
Cook. 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs MD alive today because he had a cadaver in his garage... Beau would be 
alive today too! 
* 3-31-2016 Steve Jobs MD alive today because he had a cadaver in his garage... Beau would be 
alive today too! Bill + Melinda will sell Steve today a cadaver program tutor for ten thousand 
dollars per lesson... per user so Wozniak will have to pay $10 grand to, grin. 
3-31-2016 Why Do the Feds Usually Try to Unlock Phones? It's Drugs, Not Terrorism, Not 
Troops coming home from Oil Wars in Iraq, Not Robert Kennedy Jr. killing Mary Kennedy in 
the Kennedy Barn! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 NASA's Agency Program Management Council has given the go ahead for 
development of the Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) that will enable NASA and 
astronomers get a wider view of the Universe. Wider View Headlights on Cars will be a IP 
invention projects with cameras, sonar, radar, and give us Wider Headlights of the future 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Wounded Warriors just killed one of the most famous and most 
famous group of wives in the USA because they didn't weren't tranquilized - Tranquilizers - 
tranquilized - IP on the front page of the NY Times was masterminded by some Elite 1984 II 
Dictators. 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
Apple’s New Challenge: Learning How the U.S. Cracked Its iPhone - Gravity Engine + putting a 
stop to Robert Kennedy Jr. buying the Judge so he could kill Mary Kennedy in the Kennedy 
Barn are not a New Challenge for Apple today. 
3-31-2016 Looking for $777 Trillion... François Hollande Cancels Plan to Strip French 
Citizenship in Terrorism Cases financed via $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. By ADAM 



NOSSITER New York Times. 

3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 

3-31-2016 "Obama Commutes Sentences for 61 Convicted of Drug Crimes" By MICHAEL D. 
SHEAR Obama pardons Drug Makers for the murderous crime of keeping the Rx Recipe's top 
secret killing Beau... Obama Pardon's the murderer of Beau!! 
3-31-2016 $15 a hour will not buy a $8K dollar MacBook Pro! "Editorial: Marching Toward a 
$15 Minimum Wage" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD $15 a hour will not buy a $8K dollar 
MacBook Pro and get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year! 

3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 

3-31-2016 Boston Spray Painted Clouds of Black Poison Gas Exhaust kills, and caused more 
birth defects than plastic bags at Whole Foods... Harvard has passed Elite Kids who really fail 9 
Billion people on Earth. As Cambridge Bans Plastic Bags, Some Shopkeepers Skeptical. By 
Christina N. Neckermann and María J. Sada. An ordinance banning the distribution of single-
use plastic bags at store checkouts in Cambridge will take effect Thursday, and some local 
shopkeepers are skeptical of its projected impact... Gas Exhaust in Cambridge has not been 
baned!! 

3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Student news today from Yale about moving Yale to Key West... didn't get a passing 
grade as they left out "Dirty Air" on Duval... I love that dirty water. Ira Stoll, a former 
president of the Harvard Crimson, suggested that Yale relocate to Boston. The proposal came in 
response to Florida Gov. Rick Scott’s invitation to Yale to move to Florida after Connecticut 
suggested that it might tax the University’s $25.6 billion endowment. According to The Boston 
Globe, “Yale in Boston is a bad idea. The town ain’t big enough for {both Yale and Harvard.]” 
$777 Trillion from BP Oil Revenues is not enough for the Elite at Yale + Harvard to stop! No 
Gas Stations on Earth... Era! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 HS, Universe will be mandatory for HS kids in the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 
Society, those who drop out of HS will work on the assembly lines... The 1 percent. 
FiveThirtyEight released a report yesterday, shedding light on admissions processes at 
universities such as Harvard and Yale. Under 1 percent of U.S. undergraduates attend 
universities that have acceptance rates under 10 percent such as Harvard and Yale, 
FiveThirtyEight reported. 4 percent, they reported, attended schools with admission rates less 
than 25 percent. 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs MD alive today because he had a cadaver in his garage... 



3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 
3-31-2016 Steve Jobs Garage today! Is the Gravity Engine and Tim Cook has encrypted it!! 

3-31-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD 
3-31-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc... 
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Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 

inventor8484@gmail.com 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion 
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click 
HERE!



Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the 
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed 
up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 



2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 

3-31-2016 Rx Recipe's... 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half million people consume what has 
been called the champagne of drinking water. We took a look at its journey from source to tap. 
By EMILY S. RUEB New York Times!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Vaccine's, Total Immunity, Better Memories into Its Water - 
Nine and a half Billion People will be on Earth Soon so these IP invention projects are a no 
Brainard except for those who write the NY Times, grin. Headlines that brainstorm these IP are 
like Headlines about No Gas Stations on Earth + No Head On Collisions in 2016 lost by VW's 
ads on "Clean Diesel" the Times knew were fraudulent. 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 Unbuttoned: Yale Medical School patient Lady Gaga Defines a New Role: Fashion 
Enabler; not exactly what 9 Billion people need from their Elite Rulers... when Hillary reveals 
breast cancer diagnosis. Nine Billion clones of Hillary diagnosed with Stage 4 will finally get 
women a New Role Model like Dr. Lady Gaga from Yale Key West Medical School. Florida 



Gov. Rick Scott officially urged Yale University - one of the country's most prestigious 
institutions - to move from Connecticut to Florida. Yes a Starbucks on every corner as the Yale 
Medical School. 9 Billion people will elect Trump for this Business Idea. Naked Lady Gaga as a 
patient will be photographed outside and inside the magnification of a iMac Super Computer 
before any Medical Students are asked for a diagnosis. Steve Jobs could never be a Bully here. 
Bullying at the Doctor’s Office... What are the effects of bullying? Ultimately, my responsibility 
as a pediatrician is to support the health and well-being of children. There is no special 
prescription I can write that will make bullying go away. Rather, the best remedy is 
communication between parents and their children. Jessica W. Tsai, M.D., Ph.D., is a resident 
physician at Boston Children’s Hospital and Boston Medical Center. There is no special 
prescription I can write that will make bullying go away. There is a Rx to write to make 
Bullying go away on the Front Page of the NY Times; No Gas Stations on Earth. Fags in the 
New York City Easter Parade bullied their way in past 830 Billion Galaxies and as many Jewish 
Aliens. No Jewish Aliens were in the NYC Easter Parade! There is no special prescription I can 
write that will make bullying go away... 1984 II Dictators are Bullies who will give us H-Bombs 
going off in view of the Eiffel Tower instead of 155 Story Eiffel Tower Yale Paris Medical 
Schools! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 China Proposes New Web Rules That Could Enhance Censorship of the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillCar, for 9 Billion people; half living in a poison gas smog. 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 "Harvard President Faust Will Dedicate Plaque to Honor Harvard Sex Slaves" 
3-30-2016 "Harvard President Faust Will Dedicate Plaque to Honor Harvard Slaves" By 
Andrew M. Duehren and Daphne C. Thompson. At a time when long-buried legacies of racism 
at Harvard have increasingly fueled campus discourse, University President Drew G. Faust will 
dedicate a memorial to slaves who worked at Harvard in the 18th century. 
3-30-2016 "Harvard President Faust Will Dedicate Plaque to Honor Harvard Sex Slaves" 

3-30-2016 "13 Detroit School Principals Charged in Vendor Kickback Scheme" By RICHARD 
PÉREZ-PEÑA 100 Million "Principals" 1984 II Dictators from Boston to North Vietnam 
Charged in BP Oil Kickback Scheme's of $777 Trillion! 

3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 

3-30-2016 Dell, Acer, Business Briefing: SunEdison at ‘Substantial Risk’ of Bankruptcy; Dell + 
Acer at substantial risk of bankruptcy over Win 10 the end of Windows and Microsoft, Bill + 
Melinda Gates face the firing squad. $8K dollar iMacBook Pro on every Cafe Table in Paris is 
almost approved by the Elite in Paris! "Japanese Chefs Make Their Mark in Paris" By 
OLIVER STRAND NY Times. ‘Substantial Risk’ of ISIS Generals in Pakistan ready to kill 
every fag in Paris over Cartoons and financed by Gas Cars Paris Elite have to make a decision 
soon. For a Better Caesar, Get Kale Into the Mix to Marry Pope Francis at Saint Peters! By 
JULIA MOSKIN 

3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 



3-30-2016 "Yacht Vacations: Not Just for the Rich" In Transit By SHIVANI VORA Key West 
futuristic Yacht Invention Vacations; Just in Time for the Gravity Engine conversation with the 
wive's, grin. A vacation on a yacht may conjure up images of billionaires and celebrities, but it’s 
not just for the rich and famous. Several companies offer seven-day yacht charters for $10,000 
or less; most of the boats have multiple bedrooms and are suited for families and groups. 
Travelers can either hire a captain or sail the vessel themselves. In Boca Raton, Fla., Yachtico 
has an inventory of 5,000 yachts in hundreds of destinations worldwide, including the South of 
France and Cuba’s southern coast, that cost $5,000 or less to charter for a week. A six-bedroom, 
46-foot-long catamaran to sail along the Dalmatian Coast in Croatia, for example, starts at 
$4,900; a captain costs an additional $193 a day. Airport transfers are included. The Moorings 
in Clearwater, Fla., manages a fleet of 400 boats in 20 destinations including the Bahamas and 
the Greek Islands. It has several wallet-friendly models, like a 38-foot, three-bedroom yacht 
available for a weeklong sail around Tahiti; it is equipped with a kitchen, air-conditioning, a 
flat-screen television, a spacious living room, several outdoor decks and snorkel gear and costs 
$9,800, including a captain. In Key West Greg + Wives are docked at Starbuck, no there are no 
Starbucks at any of the Dock's in Key West, not yet, grin. 
3-30-2016 "New York City Housing Authority Faulted for 'Significant Flaws' in Elevator IP 
invention Projects Not spelled out; brainstormed on the front page of the NY Times. 
3-30-2016 

3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 
3-30-2016 How New York Gets Its Water - Nine and a half Billion people!! 

3-29-2016 "FBI Says It Has Unlocked iPhone Without Apple" By KATIE BENNER and ERIC 
LICHTBLAU - FBI Says It Can't Unlock Rx Recipe's to help get the Rx Overnight Cure for 
Stage 4. Were the Hell are the FBI women? 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 "Hillary Clinton Attacks G.O.P. for Not Acting on Obama’s Supreme Court Pick" By 
AMY CHOZICK New York Times Front Page. Front Page of Hillary's Stage 4 news... Obama's 
Black Women are the walking dead with Stage 4 today. Pick on the White FBI women to give us 
a Top Secret Rx Recipe every Rx Recipe of every drug there is. Hell with H-Bombs on the 
assembly lines today put these trillion Rx Recipes into a iMac Super Computer at Los Alamos 
and Vegas will be bankrupt! 

3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 

3-29-2016 Mr. Fidel Castro wrote, citing Mr. Obama’s own words during the trip, including a 
request to leave the past behind and embark on a future of hope and togetherness. “I suppose all 
of us were at risk of a heart attack upon hearing these words from the president of the United 



States.” Risk of "Cardiac Arrest" and Arrest for Holocaust II + III. 

3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 

3-29-2016 "Scientists Find a Way to Predict U.S. Heat Waves Weeks in Advance" By HENRY 
FOUNTAIN "Arrested" for leaving a million kids in hot cars to die... Obama + Fidel, luckiest of 
the world leaders as North Vietnam Generals will face the firing squad for taking $777 Trillion 
in kickbacks from BP Oil. At least one Castro in Miami has lost a son or daughter left in a hot 
car to die. 

3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 

3-29-2016 No More Hot Cars is a spin off from No Gas Stations on Earth as the 
ElectricWindmillFord Escort will be climate controlled just like your home, 24/7 at 68 F. 

3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 

Massive fire's race up the exterior of the 63-story The Address Downtown Dubai, again and 
again and again... wow! 
3-29-2016 Dubai - Bill + Melinda Gates have their second home in Dubai. Ajman One 
development in Ajman, a city that’s home to many commuters who work in the Gulf commercial 
hub of Dubai, further to the south. The complex, developed for an estimated $720 million by 
Aqaar, is home to 12 residential towers. Two sustained severe damage to their exteriors, while 
others appeared to have light damage. The cause for the blaze, which began Monday night, 
wasn’t immediately clear. Civil defense officials declined to immediately comment, while 
telephone numbers for Aqaar rang unanswered Tuesday. The state-run WAM news agency said 
Ajman’s ruler, Sheikh Humaid bin Rashid Al Nuaimi, visited the complex Tuesday and praised 
fire fighters’ efforts to put out the fire. He also ordered authorities to accommodate those 
affected until they find housing, WAM reported. The blaze comes less than three months after a 
massive fire raced up the exterior of the 63-story The Address Downtown Dubai, one of Dubai’s 
most prominent hotels. It is situated next to Dubai’s biggest mall and the Burj Khalifa, the 
world’s tallest skyscraper. Similar fires have struck other high-rises built since the turn of this 
century in Dubai and Sharjah, which sits between Dubai and Ajman. Building and safety 
experts have attributed the spate of fires to a material commonly used to cover the buildings 
known as aluminum composite panel cladding. Some panels used in buildings in the Emirates 
contain a flammable core that can burn rapidly one ignited, allowing fires to spread quickly on 
buildings covered top to bottom with the panels without sufficient fire breaks along the way. It 



was not immediately clear if the skyscraper in the Ajman fire had that type of cladding, but the 
fire in appeared to burn in a similar fashion to the other blazes. 

3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 

3-29-2016 Research into immunotherapy, $12K a pill, which Jimmy Carter got. Which cancer 
experts are calling the most promising approach (not a Rx Recipe Overnight Cure) in decades, 
will get a big boost Tuesday when Michael Bloomberg and other philanthropists announce $125 
million in donations to Johns Hopkins University... Decades Long Approach at John Hopkins, 
Los Alamos is up and running today, not our 1984 II Dictators! Bloomberg, who graduated 
from Hopkins in 1964, and Kimmel have a history of giving to the university. Bloomberg has 
provided more than $1.2 billion, contributing to a school of public health, a physics building, a 
malaria institute and need-based financial aid programs. Since 2001, Kimmel has contributed 
more than $157 million to Hopkins. Bloomberg is like this news about Steve Jobs. How to win an 
argument with a headstrong genius like Steve Jobs. There's no question that Steve Jobs was a 
visionary and a genius. But, like others of his ilk, he was also known to be difficult, headstrong 
and argumentative. Bloomberg will go kicking and screaming into Los Alamos... Scientists 
Doctors light years from the Doctors at Hopkins. Like Wounded Warriors are light years from 
Stage 4 women... pay the mercenary! Greg + Wives in Key West will pay to put it in the water, 
total immunity immunotherapy, Michael Bloomberg's science fiction movies are void of 
Divergent part 5 that gives movie viewers at the Regal take home DNA dialog invention projects. 
Not a Sony movie made for the Pentagon, grin. Vaccines put in the water, rain water with 
vaccines. There will be no stopping the scientist who are Oppenheimer II + III. Bloomberg needs 
to get the NYC kids out of hot cars before they die... this summer. Did Steve Jobs every 
comment on my kids left in hot cars to die by our 1984 II Dictators? 

3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 

3-29-2016 IP "Bug on a Windshield," Automatic windshield cleaner outside and inside on the 
Ford ElectricWindmillCar IP... 
3-29-2016 Woody Allen is heading back to a very familiar place: opening night of the Cannes 
Film Festival. The director's newest film, “Cafe Society,” will kick off the prestigious confab 
when it gets underway May 11. The news marks the third time Allen will open the festival -- 
following 2011’s “Midnight in Paris” 
3-29-2016 Greg + Wives "Cafe Society Movie" will have a $8K iMacBook Pro at every cafe table 
in Paris! At the stroke of Midnight in Paris a Hemingway Nobel Novel will be finished with a IP 
invention project in every chapter written by 100's at the same time on iapps with links to Los 
Alamos. Woody Allen Movies will be like "Hells Angels" out of date soon than later though. 
iCannes Film Festival all the movies must have IP invention projects... 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 



3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
Rx Recipe is needs not a lower cost, because if we had the Rx Recipe we could whip up a better 
batch.... of Girl Scout Cookies, the girls could. Medivation Inc's and Astellas Pharma Inc's 
prostate cancer drug Xtandi. In the letter signed by Democratic U.S. presidential candidate 
Bernie Sanders and Reps. Lloyd Doggett (D-Texas) and Peter Welch (D-Vt.), the lawmakers 
urged NIH to hold a public hearing to consider overriding the patent on Xtandi to make the 
drug available at a lower price. The medication has an average wholesale price in the United 
States of more than $129,000 Rx Recipe is needs not a lower cost, because if we had the Rx 
Recipe we could wip up a better batch.... of Girl Scout Cookies, the girls could. iCannes Film 
Festival movies will advance Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity faster than the speed of light 
with a few Rx Recipes he never gave his wife to cook up. 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
Key West news, I told Jimmy Weekly I flew into Key West to build the Yale Key West Medical 
school as he was cutting up red meat, and asked him how his heart was... OK! Grin. This was 4 
1/2 years ago and I still haven't got past the building codes in KW politics to build the Yale Key 
West Medical School. Fausto’s Food Palace turns 90 in April The identity of Key West begins 
and ends with local businesses—even in the wake of retail chains, convenient stores and the 
mega-corporations that continue to invade the island. Yet for one local outfit, which has 
survived and flourished in the face of many corporate challengers; Fausto’s Food Palace has 
embodied the ideals of family, community and hard work in Southernmost City for close to a 
century. Fausto’s signature motto is “Food Palace,” but for locals, the island grocery has been so 
much more. This year marks the 90th year the family owned and operated business has given 
Key West not just groceries, but a community epicenter. Operated by the same family for almost 
a century, Jimmy and Alton Weekley are the fourth generation to nurture the success of one the 
island’s most beloved brands. Faustino (Fausto) Castillo came to Key West in 1910 to work in a 
cigar factory. By 1926 he opened his own grocery store, Fausto’s, on Virginia and Packer streets 
(current location of The Flaming Buoy Restaurant). Fausto would marry a local, Ana Alvarez, 
and have one daughter, Ana Luisa. Business began to expand and the family moved Fausto’s to 
600 Fleming Street, which is now the Marquesa hotel. Fausto’s wife Ana passed away, leaving 
teenage Ana to help her father with the store. She finished her high school education at The 
Covent of Mary Immaculate and took to running the business by age of 17 with her father. In 
the 1940’s, father and daughter dreamed of a bigger store and moved to the landmark property 
at 522 Fleming Street. While working, Ana met a Navy sailor named Carl Weekley, who stopped 
by to layup supplies for the ship. During this time, it was Ana, still a young woman, who 
managed to secure a bank loan to purchase the Fleming Street property and marry Carl, who 
happened to be a trained meat cutter. But like many young men in the 1940’s, Carl was shipped 
overseas to serve in WWII, leaving behind a pregnant Ana to run the store. Describing his 
mother, Alton Weekley called her a “4 feet, 11 inch dynamo”, which explains the continued 
success and growth of the business during trying times. And on an island domineered by 
businessmen, an undeterred Ana quickly became respected as an equal by other business 
owners. Early on she took charge by either fighting code compliance for their new property, or 
later threatening to put a lien on the Pier House when David Wolkowsky tried to put off paying 
his grocery bill with a Key lime pie. “As hard as she could be, she was just as sensitive,” said 
Jimmy Weekley about his mother. As a fiery guardian of the business, Ana also had a 
benevolent heart. When Key West’s economy suffered during WWII, Ana and Carl forgave 
grocery bills for families in hardship. Carl would even slip extra flour and sugar rations for 
families to celebrate birthdays. . “Ana would send pies to St. Mary’s,” said the Basilica’s Father 
John Baker with a reminiscing smile. “What made it so personal was she figured out what kind 
of pies we all liked and sent her sons to deliver them. She would send food to the soup kitchen 
and prepare Thanksgiving baskets every year for those in need.” In 1948, Fausto Castillo passed 
away leaving the business to the Weekleys. They took the reins and Ana renamed it Fausto’s 



Food Palace as her father’s legacy. Ana and Carl had four sons, two of which, Alton and Jimmy, 
carry the family torch. Both left Key West for other adventures, but returned home by the 1970s 
to begin working for their parents. Jimmy followed in his parent’s footsteps and also met his 
wife, Susan, in the store when she took a job there in 1977. Ana and Carl fostered the family’s 
civic-minded tendencies. The sons learned to give back and also became immersed in the 
community. Jimmy not only ran Fausto’s, but also the City — he’s a former Mayor of Key West 
and a current City Commissioner. Alton also served as City Commissioner, as well as president 
of Rotary Club and longtime member of Chamber of Commerce, along with many other 
organizations both brothers remain involved with today. Carl passed away in 2002 and Ana in 
2011, both actively involved in their store, their community and their family to the end. Now the 
fourth generation of Weekley’s are continuing the tradition as Alton’s son, “J,” works with him 
at Fausto’s White Street as assistant manager. And Dakin, son of Jimmy and Susan, is assistant 
manager at Fleming Street. Jimmy’s grandson, Jake, 14 has asked to work at Fausto’s this 
coming summer, which would mark the fifth generation to embark on the family legacy. When 
asked about secret to Fausto’s success, both brothers replied in unison, “It’s in our blood.” A 
fitting answer to a cherished business in the bloodline in a city it helped shape. 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed iMovie...“Allegiant” invents a "perfect memory 
gas," total immunity in rain water! DNA Dialog Regal movie goer's can take home as IP 
invention projects! 
3-29-2016 A Fausto's next to Yale Key West Medical School... Jimmy would have a heart attack 
at the grocery inventory! Finally a better selection than Publix and Whole Foods. 
3-29-2016 only 7 percent of patients survive for more than five years after diagnosis... only. 
3-29-2016 Five years I have been in Key West, I flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 
Trillion from the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort to build the Yale Key West Medical School, 
thank God I survived longer than 5 years, grin. 
3-29-2016 Yale Medical School News Today... I didn't ask Jimmy Weekley about this... New 
Yale research points to potential treatments for pancreatic cancer, a disease that only 7 percent 
of patients survive for more than five years after diagnosis. Building off of previous research 
that had identified the protein renalase as an important growth factor in the body, researchers 
examined pancreatic tumors to see if cancer cells overexpressed this protein. Looking at 
pancreatic tumors in mice, researchers confirmed that many of the tumors did overexpress 
renalase, and tumors with more elevated renalase expression had worse prognoses than tumors 
that did not overexpress renalase, according to the study. To determine whether reducing 
renalase expression in tumors could effectively treat pancreatic cancer in mice, researchers 
synthesized antibodies that bind to renalase and block its expression. The treatment killed 
tumor cells. Researchers said these findings point to research focused on developing a similar 
treatment suitable for combating pancreatic cancer in humans. “Because renalase is a growth 
factor, we hypothesized that cancer cells could hijack its signaling pathway to sustain and 
promote cancer growth,” said Gary Desir MED ’80, study co-author and interim chair of 
medicine and professor at the School of Medicine. The researchers’ findings — that tumors did 
overexpress renalase, and that countering renalase with these monoclonal antibodies, meaning 
they originated from a unique parent cell, reduced tumor growth — support this hypothesis, he 
added. Desir discovered the protein renalase in previous research while investigating why 
patients with chronic kidney disease often develop severe linked or associated -heart disease, 
which accounts for 50 percent of the deaths in that population. By selecting for previously 
unknown proteins synthesized by the kidney, researchers identified a protein that circulated in 
high levels in plasma of healthy individuals and that was reduced in patients with CKD, he said. 
This previously unknown protein was renalase, the same protein that pancreatic cancer cells 
overexpressed. In pancreatic cancer patients, renalase produced by tumors “alter[s] the tumor 
environment in a way that hides tumor cells from our immune system and protects them from 
immune-mediated cell death,” Desir said. According to the American Cancer Society, risk 
factors for pancreatic cancer include tobacco use, being overweight or obese, being exposed to 
certain pesticides, having diabetes or being older than 65 years of age. Certain inheritable 



genetic mutations may also play a role in promoting the onset of pancreatic cancer. Because 
pancreatic cancer often does not cause any signs or symptoms until it is quite advanced, the 
disease is usually not detected until it has already reached late stages of growth. When 
symptoms do appear, they may include jaundice, loss of appetite, depression or upper 
abdominal pain. Pancreatic cancer accounts for 3 percent of cancers and 7 percent of cancer 
deaths, Desir said. According to a January press release from the Pancreatic Cancer Action 
Network, this year in the United States deaths from pancreatic cancer are expected to surpass 
deaths from breast cancer. In the press release, Julie Fleshman, CEO and president of the 
Pancreatic Cancer Action Network, said the awareness movement need to be “focused on 
research” that could “result in new treatment options and better outcomes for patients battling 
this disease.” In the same release, Gloria Petersen, a professor of epidemiology in the Mayo 
Clinic College of Medicine, said that “it will take a dedicated research effort to bring urgently 
needed progress to this disease.” Desir said the team is currently modifying the monoclonal 
antibodies to make them suitable for use in humans, and that the team plans to carry out studies 
in patients with pancreatic cancer and melanoma. They have submitted a paper describing the 
role of renalase in melanoma and the efficacy of anti-renalase therapy in animal models, which 
should be published in the near future, he added. Almost 50,000 Americans will be diagnosed 
with pancreatic cancer this year! 

3-28-2016 NY Times, and Fox News. Body Count on the front page from Easter Suicide + Car 
Bombs! No NY Times News about the 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort, No Gas Stations on 
Earth to win WW III with Allah + Mecca - A New Honor Roll in NYC for past wars is Today's 
Headlines! 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
3-28-2016 Key West news about Dying to movie in. "Millions of Tourists are "Dying to Drive 
In" into the Historic Cemetery but can't with the Elite City Commissioners, some who might 
buy these plots, grin. Train + Trolly could make a circle route inside the KW Cemetery and give 
millions of Tourist a soul searching drive to remember, the murder suicide at 600 Duval in 1816, 
yet another husband killed his wife, as in these tours everyone will be told the motive of the 
killing. Today Mandy Miles knows of the Wounded Warriors killing the wife but can't tell us the 
motive. Dying to know the motive! "Dying to move in: Historic cemetery plots for sale" 
"Historic cemetery plots for sale" BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com An 
Orlando businessman is selling a rare vacant lot in Old Town Key West for the staggeringly 
affordable price of $22,000. But the parcel comes with one very specific deed restriction: You 
can’t move in until you’re dead. 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
3-28-2016 NY Times doesn't answer its letters, as iapps written for iRx in NYC this letter to the 
editor by a doctor patient would never have been written. To the Editor: Re “Law Changes 
Prescriptions: Paper Out, Computers In” (news article, March 15): As a physician and a patient, 
I find the electronic prescription law very troubling for these reasons: Prices for prescription 
drugs have been rising steadily at an alarming rate. Prices can vary greatly between pharmacies, 
and so shopping around is often necessary. This is virtually impossible with electronic 
prescriptions. Canceling a prescription at one pharmacy after finding a better price elsewhere 
becomes a cumbersome task imposed upon already overburdened physicians and their staffs... 
iPostOffice would make $5 Billion profits in 2016 not lose $5 Billion so its the Law makers who 
write this Rx Law for NYC can't write code for iapps. To the Editor: this woman doctor looking 
for a computer Rx, millions of other women are looking for a Rx Recipe to cure stage 4 
overnight. So the Editors at the NY Times must start answering their letters to the editor with 
we will hire some people who can write code for iapps and iRx you get and iRx iRecipes to cure 
stage 4 overnight soon as the NY Times hires some Editors who know how to write code for 
iapps as currently the Editors at the Times only know how to write in English not iapp code! 
Sorry! No we are not hiring any Editors who know how to write iapp code at this time. 



Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 

3-28-2016 Pakistan: 1700 died in 117 terror incidents in four years - Easter, yesterday kids in a 
park looking for Easter Eggs just like Obama's White House Easter Egg hunt, 90 killed and 300 
wounded warriors - masterminds were Obama and 1984 II Dictators. Killing of a governor, 
Salmaan Taseer. Mr. Taseer had campaigned for changes in the country’s blasphemy laws... fag 
laws... Mr. Taseers FBI Bodyguard shot him to death. Mr. Taseer had visions of a house on 
Lake Geneva next to King Salman and the $1 Trillion from BP Oil was just enough, but his 
body guards knew of this. Jamaat-e-Ahrar, Pakistani ISIS Generals... Easter Christians were 
the target. BP Oil Masterminds when Pakistan was in India killed 777 million to create the State 
of Pakistan. Trump in Pakistan will kick out or kill all the Christians sooner or later, depending 
on the Gay Marriage News on the front page of the New York Times. Fifth Avenue on Easter 
Sunday is a New York City tradition dating to the 1870s. Pakistan Muslim Generals in NYC 
2016 watching the Easter Parade of Fags twitter to HQ... New York Holds Annual Easter Day 
Parade On 5th Avenue Girls walk during the Easter Parade and Bonnet Festival along 5th 
Avenue March 27, 2016 in New York City. The parade is a New York tradition dating back to 
the mid-1800s when the social elite! Sue Doster of Jersey City wore a stovepipe-style hat 
modeled on the American Museum of Natural History, with a Dinosaur Wing on top and plastic 
animals glued in rows to resemble the Hall of Biodiversity... Pakistan Generals would ok Jewish 
Aliens just not Jewish + Christian Fags in Diversity! Elite light years from the real Diverse 
Universe! Easter baskets so securely fixed to their owners’ heads that they could withstand high 
winds... of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort not in the Easter Parade on 5th Ave. Editorial: 
Keeping Nuclear Weapons From Terrorists - By THE EDITORIAL BOARD when they gave 
Pakistan Generals $777 Trillion to build the assembly line that was running on Easter Sunday in 
Pakistan. NY Times gave Pakistan $777 Trillion by suppressing the Headlines and Editorials on 
the 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort and No Gas Stations on Earth to win WW III with Allah 
+ Mecca! A war crime! 

Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 

3-28-2016 "Israeli Court Strikes Down Natural Gas Development Deal" By ISABEL 
KERSHNER and STANLEY REED - Natural Gas is made of 3 very poison gases that caused 
millions of birth defects, cancers! Holocaust II + III body count in the Times + Fox. 
3-28-2016 “Allegiant” invents a "memory-wiping gas" instead of Greg's LB-Bomb Lobotomy 
Gas Bomb. This memory wiping gas is released in pipes in every building in the city of Chicago. 
LG-Bomb exploding over Chicago would be a better invention. As a memory wiping gas would 
not change Cosby or OJ to change their behavior's, grin. Commander can give orders to his 
personal helicopter + fighter pilots but others can push a button to cut the signal. Ha. No 
futuristic low Earth Orbit satellites that replace Comcast + wifi with all cell signals... Satellites 
as the futuristic Verizon Cell Towers, in part 4 of Divergent! 1,001 IP invention projects 
channels on cable. 1,001 Cell Channels. 

Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 



3-28-2016 “Allegiant” invents "Bureau of Genetic Warfare" with DNA on the screen but does 
not go into DNA enough for anyone watching the movie to take home a invention project on 
DNA. Drone's reinvented far out do DNA inventions in the Movie. Wow. Sony must have been 
drunk with Pentagon Generals cheering on Drone strikes to drunk on Coors to do the same 
futuristic inventions with DNA research in a Movie. Lead from Flint was in the rain, well 
nuclear blast waste was in the rain in the movie. Force fields, another light year invention. 

Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 

3-28-2016 MS Virus will not be in this Black Medical Museum! Several women who have 
accused Bill Cosby of sexual assault say they are upset that the new $$$ BP Oil $$$ "National 
Museum of African American History and Culture" plans not to mention their accusations in an 
exhibition that recognizes Mr. Cosby’s pioneering work in comedy and television. OJ + Cosby 
National Mall in Washington. The Cosby sections will include just a few objects that recognize 
his work as a comedian, his work on the television programs “I Spy” and “The Cosby Show,” 
and his support of black Hollywood stunt men. The Smithsonian Institution faced questions last 
year when its National Museum of African Art featured works on loan from the substantial art 
collection of Mr. Cosby and his wife, Camille. The Smithsonian eventually put up a sign telling 
visitors that the museum did not condone the behavior of which Mr. Cosby is accused. Medical 
Records of Cosby + OJ should be in any Black Museum! 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone iRx... learn to write; iapps code with your 
coffee. 
3-28-2016 "Divergent" 5 Yale Hospital Movie... grin! Yale + Harvard both pass OJ Clones that 
really don't pass too. The University faces a lawsuit seeking over $15,000 in damages after 
Milford resident Deborah Craven filed a legal complaint on March 14 in the Connecticut 
Superior Court against the Yale School of Medicine and Yale-New Haven Hospital for a botched 
surgery. Anthony Kim and Ricardo Quarrie, the Yale cardiothoracic surgeon and surgeon-in-
training who directed the procedures, are also included as defendants in the suit. In May 2015, 
Kim and Quarrie performed a procedure to remove a precancerous lesion from Craven’s eighth 
rib at Yale-New Haven Hospital. Although the eighth rib was marked with a metal coil and dye, 
the doctors mistakenly removed part of Craven’s seventh rib, leading to severe back pain caused 
by the coil rubbing against the musculature of her back. After the mistake became apparent, 
Craven, 60, had to undergo a second surgery the following day. The lawsuit alleges that Quarrie 
— who at the time was completing his medical residency in Yale-New Haven — tried to cover up 
the surgical mishap by telling Craven that he had not removed enough of her eighth rib. “The 
fact that the surgical team operated on the wrong rib despite a clear indication of the proper site 
is, of course, negligent,” said Craven’s attorney, Joel Faxon of Faxon Law Group in New Haven. 
Craven claimed that the cover-up had taken place among the medical staff at Yale-New Haven 
Hospital. Although Kim, the lead surgeon, admitted to Craven that a mistake had occurred, 
Quarrie misinformed Craven of the reason for a second surgery, telling her that not enough of 
her rib had been removed. Additionally, according to the complaint, Craven’s husband 
requested that only Kim be involved in the second surgery because he did not believe Quarrie 
was trustworthy after the initial mistake. However, medical records obtained by Craven’s legal 
team show Quarrie was indeed involved in the second surgery. Faxon said that even though 
Craven herself is a health care worker, her anger at this “abuse” led Craven to seek legal action 
with Faxon in the fall of last year. “She’s gotten to the point where there’s only so much you can 
take,” Faxon said. “Had they come to her before and said, ‘Look we made a mistake, we want to 
fix the mistake, here’s what happened, everything is going to be alright’ — if that had occurred 
at Yale, this never would have resulted in a lawsuit. Only the deceit, cover up and lying after the 
fact in addition to that, that made her blood boil to the point where she said ‘Something has to 



be done here.’” This lack of candor led to the additional lawsuit allegation of unfair trade 
practice — the use of deceptive, fraudulent or unethical methods to obtain business, which 
Faxon said is very rare. Faxon added that of the thousands of cases he has handled, he can recall 
only two that involved an unfair trade practices allegation. Mark D’Antonio, Yale-New Haven 
Hospital media coordinator, released a statement defending the hospital’s practices and 
disputing Craven’s claims, arguing that Craven was made aware of the mistake at the time it 
occurred. “Yale-New Haven Hospital and Yale Medical Group are committed to providing the 
safest and highest quality of care possible,” the statement said. “With respect to the case of Ms. 
Craven, we recognized that an error was made, we informed and apologized to the patient, and 
we immediately reported it to the Connecticut Department of Public Health.” D’Antonio 
declined to comment further on the case. As a result of state law, before filing a lawsuit, Craven 
and Faxon had to have the case reviewed by a board-certified physician who specializes in the 
same field as the accused, Faxon said. That surgeon, who is not identified for legal reasons, 
provided Craven and Faxon with a certificate of good faith affirming the legitimacy of the 
lawsuit. The surgeon said the care Craven received “deviated from appropriate standards,” 
noting that Craven’s doctors should have done more to ensure that the surgery was properly 
executed. “Dr. Kim and his resident/fellow, Dr. Ricardo Quarrie, failed to meet the standard of 
care expected of a thoracic surgeon in operating on the wrong rib because he failed to confirm 
the correct rib intraoperatively with an X-ray or fluoroscopy,” the anonymous surgeon said. An 
intraoperative fluoroscopy — an imaging technique that uses X-rays to obtain moving images — 
is an appropriate technique commonly used in operations that would have revealed to doctors 
that the metal coil was still in Craven’s eighth rib. However, the radiology equipment at Yale-
New Haven, which would have been used to perform the fluoroscopy, was “broken or busted or 
defective,” Faxon said. He added that this was not disclosed to Craven at the time of her 
surgery. Yale-New Haven Hospital’s statement acknowledged that mistakes in a medical 
organization are inevitable. “Even in the best organizations medical errors may occur,” the 
statement said. “When they do, our goal is to acknowledge them, learn from them and ensure 
that we minimize any chance that they ever occur again.” Neither Kim nor Quarrie, who remain 
affiliated with the University, could be reached for comment. Craven’s lawsuit will most likely 
be settled outside of court or go to trial in about two years, Faxon said. He added that the vast 
majority of cases handled by his firm are settled outside of court rather than by a jury or by 
arbitration. The next step in the case involves Faxon’s collecting depositions, which may include 
testimony or documentation, from Kim, Quarrie, an administrative representative of the 
hospital and possibly others involved in Craven’s medical treatment. Yale-New Haven Hospital 
was founded in 1826. 
3-28-2016 
3-27 2016 Easter Sunday New York Times; Our 10 Most Popular Easter Recipes Right Now. 
Melissa Clark’s angel food cake, without the Rx Recipe for a Overnight Miracle Stage 4 Cure... 
NY Times Editorial: "Protecting Employees’ Health Data" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD on 
Easter Sunday. Protecting hate crimes against women by the Editorial Board at the NY Times, 
and Fox News. Body Count on the front page of the Easter Sunday NY Times has every death 
but Stage 4 women, this is a hate crime by the Times mad men! 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone women who what a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 
by Christmas Day! 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone women who what a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 
by Christmas Day! 
Prototype: Apple-Starbucks designed by iPhone women who what a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 
by Christmas Day 2016 or Tim Cook is arrested for Hate Crimes against Women! 
3-27 2016 Easter Sunday The iPhone is the company’s profit engine! The Gravity Engine is the 
Habitat for Humanity we never got from Jimmy Carter! If you’re interested in Apple as the 
world’s most valuable company, and not just in Apple as a maker of cool gadgets, the biggest 
news affecting it lately has arguably come from another quarter: women who will die in 2016 
from Stage 4 Breast Cancer, Biden's moonshot for Brain Cancer has not reached the JFK 
launch pad at the cape yet and its Easter Sunday. iPhone women what a Rx Recipe Cure for 
Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016 or Tim Cook is arrested for Hate Crimes against Women! 


